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The original form of the analysis of variance has been altered

extensively in the course of time by numerous authors. However, not

all of the transformations and deriviations have been acknowledged

by the other theorists. Simultaneously, the analysis of variance

has been burdened by a series of new ideas. Fisher's discovery

concerning the range estimation was originally nothing more than

a rapid method for obtaining a summary answer to the question of

whether or not two "significant differences" existed between

several sries of measurements.

Tkie "range •:estization" described in the following is not a

derivative of the variance analysis but rather arises from another

basic source.

A. THE PROBLEM

A known problem, to whose solution one is accoustomed to

applying the aid of mathematical statistics is as follows:

Concerning any state, several series of measurements (random

measurements), which vary from each other, are displayed. These

each occur under somewhat different conditions; in this connection

one assumes that a biologist carries out a given number of experi-

ments seleral times successively and obtains results which are

different by a factor that is considered as random. The question

now reads: are the differences between the series to be compared

actually significant differences or can they be explained as the

effect'-of chance? Usually one is satisfied with answering the

question: if the differences between the mean values of the
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randorn samples are considered, do at least two of the averages,

or perhaps more or even all, differ significantly from each other?

The answer cannot be given with certainity. It should possess,

however, at least a high degree of probability,

1.1y idea is bent closely to a numerical example with re 5 series

of measurements each with n. 10 measurements, which one can repre-

sent as random samples from five basic generalities.,

J-th measurement of the i-th sample

& • mean value of the i-th sample

t .- variance of the i-th sample

mean of the means of the r-series of
pAý measurements and with that also of the

whole "field".

• (Variance of the ranges of the samples-
means

The corresponding parameters of the basic generalities are

characterized by an additional, lowered U.

Numerical Example r: 5 Samples

3 3 4 6 2
5 4 6 5 3
4 5 5 7 5
5 6 5 5 4
2 4 6 4 4
2 3 4 5 4

6 4 V 5
4 4 8 6

, 4 4 7 3
3 4 5 5 4

V%- 10 10 10 10 10

, 3.5 4.3 4.7 5.9 4.0

CFA. .l 1..1 0.1 1.9 1.20
. 4 .44 d(h 0.7424



For the solution of the problem which has been supplied, one

can construct various algorithms. Here, first of all, the algo-

rithm of the analysis of variance should be discussed briefly and

then using its nucleus, variance analysis in its simplest form

should be investigated. After that, a procedure for range esti-

mation (the method of scopes) will be presented.

B3. VARIANCE ANALYSIS

L. The PracticAl Procedure

Originally, variance analysis was a kind of rapid procedure

for obtaining a summary answer to the question as to whether or

not there was at least two "significant differences" between

several series of measurements. In this case, it is a question

of distinquishing two series of measurements as belng signifi-

cg.nt if the calculations showed that they did not originate from

a basic generality with a given degree of probability. One does

not require higher mathematics for this and #he use of the pro-

cedures employed in this connection can be easily learned. To

be sure, initially there may be some difficulty in learning the

techniques. However, after one has calculated a couple of

examples, there is usually little difficulty and one sees how

every thing fits together -"between the groups", "within the

group", and "complete". Also, one begins to understand how the

somewhat mysterious "degrees of freedom" fit into the calcula-

tions. As a result, most of the difficulties disappear and

the table of F-distributions become as easy'to employ as the

the logarithm tables.
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The procedure has been outlined with the aid of the example

given earlier. One first of all calculates from the rin. 50

random samples the following four magnitudes:

(a) The n-fold summation of the squares of the differences

between the group mean values and the general meanI"

The designation usually used here is the "sum of the squares

of the differences between groups". This is certainly impressive

but not correct.

(b) The sum of the squares of the differences of measure-

ments from their group averages, in short: "the sum of the

squares of the differences within groups"

(ca The number of "degrees of freedom between the groups":

Nc-I -4

(d) The number of "degrees of freedom with-in the groups":

From these magnitidues, one can calculate two additional

ones:

(e) The "average square of the differences between the groups"

and

(f) The "average square of the differences within the groups"

SS. X0
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Algorithms of Variance
Analyl§sis

Sums of the Average square
squares ofthe degrees of of the
differences freedom differences

* between the
groups , ,AX-

Within t he (m.., ~ -M) rs.;o 4~ ¶

As a rule, these algorithms occur with one mere row. 7his

row is referred to by the name "complete", "incomplete", or

"total". It does not have any significance in the case of analysis

of variance and serves only for control of calculations Or for

simplification of calculationst

In conclusion, one calculates the quotient between both of

"uthe average squares of the differences"

and compares it with the number of numbers on an F-table at the

crossing of the "degrees of freedom". One finds for example at

the level of 1 % certainity 3.78 and concludes that at least two

of the groups are "very significantly different", Concerning

which of the groups are these, the variance analysis says nothing.

Also, it does not tell whether all or only a few of the groups

differ significantly.

1. In the case of groups of varying sizes, it must be reported:

the sum obtained for the squares of the differences of the group

average and the overall &yerage.
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It would naturally not fail to appear that mathematics

would assume the problematics of variance analysis. The first

test no doubt was that of M.S. Bartlett. iHe was concerned with

"the hypothesis that the variance of basic generalities should be

the same. Later a whole sekies followed and an entire science

around variance analysis resulted. The theorist, however, cannot

be persuaded that the last tests of knowledge are the end.

Where is the difficulty then? To me the cause appears to

be found in the following: If one wishes to investigate whether

statistical progress ons are uniform in the sense 'hat they

gcpn arise from one and the same basic generality, then it is

first necessary that no average in the series can vary Oidely

from the commoa average and next one begins with observations

pf the mean value instead of with obsdrvations of ýhe variances

of the series and the variance of the mean values.

2. The Intellectual Nucleus of Variance Analysis

It is necessary to begin the explanation with a warning,

and of a misinterpretation of the following theorems.

The variance of the fields is equal to the sum of the average

variance of the series and the variance of the average values of

the series

"W, V%__. _r Vt I

or 6"~1V~

and specifically in our example:

3~. 3~ £~AO

or
-= O-j
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This equation, which oan be generalized further2, and can be

used ia suitable form for the basic generalities, is an algebraic

identity; it stands always. It was used by W. Lexis in the forma-

tion of his "theory on the essential ant nonessential variation

coaiponents" and perhaps.:gave rise to the construction of variance

analysis. However, It has nothing to do with the formation of

basic generalities and random samples and particularly the rela-

tionship between them. Therefore, it can also not be the funda-

mental of variance analysis, although this utilizes the last and

the next to the last part of equation (1); it utilizes these

parts in a manner which is foreign to the Lexisian equation.

The variance analysis interprets both parts as random sample

numbers and sees in the owrrespanding basic generality, into which

the random samples are introduced, the real research objective.

Since these, however, are only products of fantasy, they must be

somehow "materialized".

This oocurs.•fundamentally in a very primative manner, namely,

by introduction and abundament use of the idea of "expected values"

which are already somewhat misleading by their name. On the basis

of this, one calculates whether the mean value of the basic

generality is identical to the mean value of the samples and secondly

whether one obtains the variance of the basic generality. Then

one divides the variance of the samples by the so-called "degrees

of freedom*

? P. Lorenz: Anschauungsunterricht in Mathematischer Statisk, Vol.

II/I Der Schluss vom Teil aufs Ganze, Leipzig, 1959, page 134.



iThe worst part of the introduction of the "expectation value"

(symbolized by E) is that one cannot get rid of it again. Actually,

the quotient, which leads to the quantity F, is as follows:

171owever, the numerators and denominators of this quotient are and

remain unknown quantities, that is, one is not able to calculate

them. For that reason, a power process is performed and the

operator E is taken out. AS a result, one arrives at the follow-

ing quauitity:S2 -~

C OAO.... /
/A

As a result it is left over from the apparently clever contrivance

as a decision on the basis of two easily motivated "point estima-

tions",

As a consequence of the above form of the variance analysis,

it is not necessary to employ F as an estimated value. Instead of

this, one returns to the question:vand ist-oontent with F as a test

quantity. That '.s, an hypothesis is tested which reads as follows:

it exists r series of measurements and it is assumed that they can

arise from one and the same basic generality.

In order to be able to affirm or deny this hypothesis, the F

value is calculated according th the analysis of variance and is

.compared with the value in tte F-table at the corresponding number

of degrees of freedom.

Soi ta
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1st case: F isgreater than the table value. The hypothesis

is not valid. At least two of the series of measurements appear

to be significantly different.

2nd case: F is less than the value in the table, The hypo-

thesis is valid. It is possible that all of the series of measure-

ments were derived from the same basic generality.

In this form, the results are no longer objectionable but are

still very informative. At best, one can lear whether at least two

basic generalitles are significantly (or very significantly) differ-

ent, from each other. One cannot tell, however, which one these are

and how great the degree of difference is. How slightly effective

the test quantity F is often is shown up to a certain degree in the

values of the table of the F-distributions. In the case of a small

number of random samples compared to each other, about r samples

between 3 and 6, the value for F can be very great. (In the case of

4 very largenn, it is greater than 3 if the degree of certainty is

at least 99 %.) One will consequently frequently arrive only then

at a rejection of the homogeneity hypothesis if these clearly beomme

evident. If r on the other hand is greater than 6, then it signi-

fies nothing to know only that at least two of the mean valuos are

significantly different from each other.

A possible expedient is presented by the return from a test

estimation to-an estimation procedure, however, not in the form of

a point estimation but rather an interval estimation. This procedure

was described by Erna Weber in the fifth edition of his "Outlines"4 .

4 E. Weber. Outlines of Biological Statistics (Grundriss der bio-
logischen Statisk) 5th edition, Jena, 1964, page 170.

-. •~
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Although the results obtained froA this procedure can be openly

predicted, the question still clearly remains as to which basic

generalities are different from each other and to what extent

when a series of measurements have been demonstrated as not being

homogeneous. In these ways, one can study with the help of the t-

test the collective differences between two random sample averages

in order to verify the significance. That requires (E) of such

tests. Additional sufficient information; however, will allow

the estimation of the ranging which is fundamentally more pre-

cise for the interesting mean values themselves. 2This can also

be found on the basis of the t-distribution but in another way

which does not take into consideration the degrees of freedom

making the determination much clear and easier. This method is

taken up during the second part cf this contribution.

C. A PROCEDURE FOR RANGE ESTIMATION

This is a question of the direct estimation of the ranges for

the mean values Mui of the basic generalities. I have published

the procedure several times, most recently in a brochure entitled:

"Significantly different? decision by means of estimated ranging".5

The brochure contains the bases and explakations of methods for

the following situations:

(a) Simply organized statistics

(b) Multiple organized statistics

(c) Multiple organized statistics with importance

(d) Co-variance analysis

5 Prof. Paul Lorenz, 1 Berlin 38, Xaiserstuhistrasse 21.

1mm



For reasons of space, it is not possible to repeat all the

details here in the bases of these procedures. Likewise, the

explanations for the procedures used in situations (b), (c), and

(dW) must be left out. The procedure shown here for situation (a)

is valid for series of observations of equal as well as unequal

length. It will first of all be employed in the example given at

the beginning of this paper. The practical procedure can be sketched

as follows: From the summary on page 246, we assume the the group

averages Mi and the group variances 6and calculate the d . Then

we must determine the "projected probability" U.. What this stands

for will be clarified by the calculations. For example, we select

for both limits of the estimated range of MUi , the lower and the

upper - U, and to be sure, t : 0.01. For this u, we find in the

table of (see brochure) the appropriate - when n = 10. In this

case, C is 0.941. The estimated limits for the r . 5 basic generality

mean value MUi always extends from Mi -t% to Mi-

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE FROM PAGE 246

SAMPLE I II III IV V

mi 3.3 4.3 4.7 5.9 4.0

0 1.100 1.005 0.781 1.221 1.095

TOL 1.0 0.9 0.7 1.1 1.0

Mi+ tc. 4.3 5.2 5.4 7.0 5.0

Mi - T- 2.3 3.4 4.0 4.8 3.0

The estimated ranges found are shown in Figure 1. Let us

consider for example the estimated limits for MUI It extends from

4
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from 2.3 to 4.3. In this range, we may presume the mean value of

the first basic generality with a degree of certainity of 98 %.

The probability is 0.01 that )u, lies within the interval calculated

for the random samples. It is to be noted that one can determine

different expected probabilities u for both of the estimated limits8 .

That is expedient in matny cases.

FIGURE I
2STIMATED LIMITS FOR TlE MEAN VALUES
0F BASIC GENERALITIES ON T.E BASIS OF

SAMPLES

ti = 0,01

IIV

V

m*

mI

2 3 4 5 6 7

Then we examine the estimated range for the MU of the basic

generalities I and V simultaneously. There are partially overlapped.

That signifies there is a range in which according to the require-

ments made on the degree of probabilityvuI and MUV are suspected.

(In the case of the choice!= 0.01, as here, the expression "very

significant" should be used; in the case of the choice U z 0.05,

the expression "significant" should be employed. Of the 5 estimated

ranges for the Mi, only those for the basic generalities I and IV

6 The So-called error probability can remain undebated in this

paper.
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are quite separated from each other. Only these two basic gene-

ralitles are "very significantly" different. This statement is

in agreement with that arrived at by variance analysis. It extends,

however, much further as one can see.

For the illustration of these procedures, an additional example

can be employed. The data are from the textbood of Arthur Linder

'7who was the first to demonstrate variance analysis . We wish to

show these results here first. These concern the results of feeding

experiments with rats witi seven types of feed and a period of

observation of 60 days.

NFINAl WEIGHT OF 41 RATS

(in grams)

I II III IV V VI VII

S mlj -mj m3.j m4 j mnj m6 j mqj

119 123 130 144 159 139 156
90 1121 163 172 172 146 183
102 159 159 165 210 161 146
85 138 140 143 171 149 169
113 178 121 179 232 124 147
136 138 142 146 190 137

6 6 6 6 6 6 5

107.5 142.8 142.5b 158.2 189.0 142.7 160.2

Ta 302.92 402.47 219.58 208.47 634.00 130,22 198.16
M 645 857 855 949 1134 856 801

• 71155 124523 123155 151351 213130 122904 129311

M a 148.7 r-(ui) - 3112

7 A. Linder: "Statistical Methods" (Statistische Methoden)
4th edition, page 110.
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(1) TREA~iE.NT BY MEANS OF
VARIANCE ANALYSIS

Sum Of the squares degreesqof mean square of
of the deviation* fresdoin the deviation

betwe en
groups 21,784 8 3,831

within
groups 1Z,377 34 384

Thus, one obtains F = 31631 -g9

The standard limiting value of the F-distribution in the case

of 6 and 34 degrees of freedom and a degree of certainity of 99 %
is tvery much smaller with 3,40. It indicates thus a basic differ-

enee between at least two of the seven mean averages. In order

to determine which series are significa~ntly different from the others,
8one can study them using the t-test *In order to achieve complete-.

ness, one must carry out 20 paired comparisons,

(2) TREATZAiT BY UEANS OF RANGE ESTIMATION

First,, the "expected probabilities" u must be selected. One

can systematically select different values for !"L and forU. ,that

is, for the lower and upper limits of the mean values of the basic

generalities. This represents an advantoage, of the method* In the

case of the example under consideration, however, in my opinion there

is no reason to assume different values for C- and U1. * We selected

this time alternative 4, w0.01 and 0.05 and searched for the corres-

poading Z- value for both a 6 and n .5, The additional Y~rocedures

gave the following summary,

iS

iI

i
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DETERMINATION OF ESTIMATION LIMITS FOR
iE fUi

1 III IV V VI VII

I 1.7.40 20.06 14.82 14.44 25.18 11.41 14.08

u = 0.01 - (n = 6) a 1.505 t (n = 5) z 1.874

"T- G, 26.2 30.2 22.5 21.7 37.9 17.2 26.4

+l -, 1"I; 134 173 185 180 227 180 187

IC- O 81 113 120 136 151 126 134

u : 0.05 (n=6) 0.901 ( = 5) 1.066

- a't 15.7 18.1 13.4 13.0 22.7 10.3 15.0

Z,7 a4 123 161 156 171 212 153 175

92 125 129 145 166 132 145

The results are presented in Figure 2. The v•pper part shows

that a "very significant difference" exists between groups I and

V. The lower part shows a variation of the differences which one

can find from the diagram without resorting to calculations.

Moreuver, one cleary discerns a group formation (of the groups)

which was already hinteddat in the upper part. As a result, this

figure gives a great deal more information than does variance

analysis. One perceives not only which mean values are signifi-

cantly different from each other but one also obtains an impression

as to the probable position of the mean values in relation to each

other and the probable extent of their differences.

Now it happens that one will be able to obtain the same

results when the intervals are determined from the foundation of

the t-distribution. However, then one had to be concerned with



calculating the degrees of freedom* The explanation and 0alcula-
tions presented here are, on the other hand, more olearly and
better explained and, if one had a table of d values available,

are quicker and easier to use.

FINAL WEIGHT OP 41 RATS
(in grams)

Estimated ranges for the mean values of
.the basic generalities

1. ~- -0,01

V
-- Iv

VII

X]X

II

2. U , - 0,05

V
i, 

IT

V1I

VI

I g

- !70 90 1'10 130 15,0 '170 igo 21I0 230

!!
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(3) SHORT MAMiEMATICAL BASIS FOR ME PROCEDURES
OF RANGE ESTIMATION

The starting point is the formula for the simultaneous

distribution of the mean value 9 and the variance in sample to

the extent n from a normal distribution:

lat -t-+ (f--ma1

and in polar coordinates:

(3) Cos ref 9.

where:

If one multiplies the last expression by d'rdr, then one

obtains a probability for the number of samples which have similar

- and similar r and consequently similar M and similar. , . If

one integrates the expression with respect to r where ra 0 to r -

W , then one finds the probability for the number of samples

which have similar c( but any r. These may be called v4• . In

order to simplify the style, we substitute:

(4)-

and obtain

"Y%-

e .di td p

See P. Lorenz, already cited, Page 104.4
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The integral is the "Euler integral of the second type".

It has the value F(>or A.9? 1 * a result, expression

(5) is transformed into:

The result is remarkcably worthy of note. It no longer con-.

tains either explicitly or implicitly, This condition is

the fu~ndamental. bapis for the procedures which haye been developed.

It is, therefore, iunneessary to make assumptions ?ver the variances

of the basic generality and the concept of degrees of freedom is

eliminated..

If one integrates expression (6) with reference to-< V~oz

-~to _1- then one obtains as the total probAbility of all

samples generally 1; as it must be*

On the basis of technical writing,, let us introduce, however,,

an even symbol, namely, (M - M!Jvd a tanb4 U1 (r .~ and c:. are

considered to be variable quantities while LL is the abbreviation

for the "prrnjected probability". Then.

is the probability of the number of samples for which the integra-

tion variable -d is greater than the lower limit

If one does not consider the right side of the equation ('7)

as the resnalt, but rather selected a given value for W.. , such as

0.01, the the e~quation will-be the one for the determination of the

lower limit of the integral and one finds for example for. 0.01,

iJ
iA
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and n = 10, 43016? , and tan/ 3 Z - = 0.941.

If one designates all sample for whichc< is greater than

/ as "bad" and the situation<-ý -'V as the limiting case,

then(A-M-/,TP: t-. It follows that MU- -C is the

value of the lower limit of the mean average of the generality.

Corresponding consideration will lead to the upper estimated

limit for the mean average of the basic generality, symbolized

b y U O

Result: MU -

SUMhMARY

Two circumstances were the motive for thepreceding compari-

-lion, namely:

(1) It is nearly impossible to provide an exact picture of the

great number of t~sts dealing critically with the analysis of

variance. .

(2) Too little attention seems to have been piid to the

method of measuring scopes for the mean values of samples (to be

short: method of scopes).

Both imathods are compared by means of numerical examples for

simpe.-oases, the results of the method of scopes being additionally

. illustrated by diagrams., To understand the computations, the usual

* mathematical knowledge is sufficient. To perform the calculations

by means of the analysis of variance, a table of the F-distribution

- I



is needed which can be found in any book on the analysis of

variance, The calculations according to the method of scopes

require a table of the function 'r which is contained in1 the

essay mentioned in the text and in the author'sa book "AusohauunSe-

unterricht in mathematisoher Statistlik" (Pez'oeptits Inlstruction

ia Mathematical Statistics), volumes II and III,

The mathematical essence of the method of scopes is outlined

in an appendix,

1


